
Hi Rumen,
Hereby our answers, good luck

1. What did you know about Bulgaria before taking the trip? 
I have been to Bulgaria once before, to Varna, last summer. That was a totally different trip though, 
way more touristic and just for a week. However, it was a great experience too. We did prepare our 
trip, however, not a lot linked with Bulgaria. So, many things were a surprise. However, we did buy 
a guide for the e4 (a long hiking route through Europe, we started walking in Sofia), which we 
wanted to hike. The guide gave as a good enough impression of the e4 and Bulgaria to know what 
we needed to take with us. 

2. What are the impressions of the people you've met so far? 
Bulgarians are in general very friendly and do their utter best to help you and really think along 
with you. I really feel like they have your best interest at heart. However, as we can't speak 
Bulgarian, the communication can become a problem, which is unfortunate. Luckily, some hand 
gestures can help a lot.

3. What does your father do, what is his profession? And you?
My father is a pedagogue and artist. Furthermore, he is an expert in parent child relationships and 
he has written several books about this topic. In September I will start with my second year as 
bachelor student, namely global sustainability science at the university of Utrecht. This study is 
about the processes linked with global environment and how the world is changing because of the 
human population and what can be done about that.

4. After Predel, where does your trip to Bulgaria continue? 
We have a week left before we fly back to the Netherlands. We first need some rest and we would 
like to see more of the Bulgarian culture. After that, we might do some more hiking through pirin. If
you have any recommendations, I would love to hear them

5. Have you had other similar trips around the world?
Yes, we did. My father's family has always been a hiking/walking family. When my father was 
young, he and his family already made trips like we do now. This Bulgarian trip is our fifth long 
hiking trip (2 weeks or more). The first trip was to Norway, than to the pyreneens, thirdly to the 
Alps, after that once more to the pyreneens and now Bulgaria. We always plan our hiking trips 
during the summer break and we always take our tent with us.

6. Would you send me pictures of your trip.
Of course, however, I can't include pictures. So I will try to send them via WeTransfer.

I you have any more questions, feel free to ask them. Furthermore, we would like a scan or copy of 
the article, when finished. 

Kind regards,
Joep and Joshua Zander

Hello Rumen,
The meeting with Irina was lovely! She took great care of us and her food was very tasty. She told 
us very interesting stories about the village and the family. We loved the village and Irina's house, 
beautiful. Thank you and your mother especially. A second article? That's great. I will try to tell our 
story in detail, feel free to ask more questions. 
Viki, the neighbour told us about the route to Ribnovo and Bukovo. She also helped us explaining 
the route and how we could get there. That was especially very helpful as we did not have a map, 



luckily we did have our GPS. So, the next morning after the delicious breakfast, we started at 9 am 
walking down to the river. The route was easy to follow and it was a very charming route. In about 
an hour we got to a fork. Viki told us we should go right, so we did. However, after a while, we 
thought we had the wrong way after all. We decided to use our GPS to get to the road (between 
skrebatno and osikovo). This meant we had to get through a very dense forest, which took almost an
hour. It was almost two a clock when we finally reached Osikovo. At this charming village (very 
peaceful indeed), we had a drink at the local bar and filled a bottle with water. We continued 
walking to Ribnovo, which was easy to follow and beautiful. From osikovo to Ribnovo took about 
an hour. At Ribnovo (also very peaceful and beautiful), we also sat down for a drink and their we 
asked how to get to Bukovo. And although the people were very nice and really tried to help they 
could not explain where this route was, but the did make clear that there was a route. When we 
finished our drink, we continued walking through the village and asked more people about the 
route. We also asked a woman for some water. She did not only provided us with water. A man gave
us some kind of yoghurt drink (the same as Irina gave us), which was very delightful. The next 
people we asked were able to explain us how to get to Bukovo by foot. One guy had this very smart 
idea to use Google satellite to point us where the route was and we we thought that we could get to 
bukovo without problems. However, it turned out differently, as we lost the path once more. The 
route started easy with a dirt road and we got to the fork at around 5 pm. Here, we had to climb 
along the small but very beautiful valley, which was doable, as the river was dried out. Problems 
arise when we got to the end of the valley, where we could not find the right path leading to bukovo.
So once again we used our GPS to get to the point where we knew for sure a path was going to 
bukovo. However, it meant that we had to cross more than a kilometre while the sun was soon 
starting to set.  Luckily this forest was less dense and we were able to make relatively quick 
progress. At 7 pm we found the path again and from there, we reached bukovo within one hour. 
Once there we asked some locals if we were allowed to camp on a small meadow on the edge of the
once again peaceful village. The people reacted very positive and helped us finding the best spot, as
we were just in time to set up the tent before darkness. We were surprised when we discovered that 
the locals gave us loads of foods, including tomatoes, cucumber and grapes. A great gift, which we 
consumed with great pleasure as dinner combining some food we had brought ourself. When we 
finally lay in bed, we concluded that is was one of the most beautiful hikes we ever made.

The next morning, we were even more surprised as we discovered that the locals also gave us 
breakfast, including very tasty bread and lemonade. A great breakfast! It's a beautiful thing that they
cared so much about us and regard it as their standard behaviour. We think it's one of the most 
important lessons of any religion. Its a shame that these kind of gestures are getting lost in the 
modern society, where capitalism supports the selfishness of people. This is one of the most 
important differences between the Netherlands and Bulgaria, we think. As Bulgarians are, in 
general, way less selfish than Dutch (and other west-europian co
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